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Abstract Based on a linear model，the present study pro— 

vides analytica1 solutions for ideal triple forcing sources 

similar to sea surface temperature anomaly(SSTA)pat— 

terns associated with El Nifio．Southem Oscillation(ENSO1 
Modoki in winter．The ideal triple pattern is composed of 

an equatorially symmetric heat source in the middle and 

equatorially asymmetric cold forcing in the southeast and 

northwest．The equatorially symmetric heat source excites 

low．1evel cyclonic circulation anomalies associated with 

Rossby waves in both hemispheres．while the northwest— 

ella and southeastern equatorially asymmetric cold sources 

induce low．1evel anomalous anticyclones associated with 

Rossby waves in the hemisphere where the forcing source 

is located．Low．1evel zonal winds converge toward the 

heat sources associated with Kelvin and Rossby waves． 

Due to unequa1 forcing intensity in the northwest and SOU— 

theast，atmospheric responses around the equatorially sym- 

metric forcing become asymmetric，and low—level cyclonic 

circulation anomalies in the Southern Hemisphere become 

greater than those in the Northem Hemisphere．Ascending 

(descending)flows coincide with heat(cold)sources，res— 
ulting in a double．cell structure over the regions of forc— 

ing sources．Ideal triple patterns similar to SSTA patterns 

associated with La Nifia Modoki produce opposite atmos— 

pheric responses．The theoretical atmospheric responses 

are consistent with observed circulation anomalies associ— 

ated with ENSO Modoki．Therefore，the theoretical solu— 

tions can explain the dynamics responsible for atmos— 

pheric circulation anomalies associated with ENSO Mo— 

doki events． 
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1 Intr0dUctiOn 

The E1 Nifio—Southern Oscillation(ENSO)is the dora- 
inant signal of coupled air-sea interactions in the tropical 

Pacific．Variations in sea surface temperatures(SSTs)aSS- 
ociated with ENSO events induce atm ospheric circulation 
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anomalies．which subsequently result in weather and eli— 

mate irregularities over local and remote regions(e．g．， 
Bierknes，1966 1969；Keshavamurty，1982；Wang et a1．， 

1999．2013；Wlang．2002)．There is increasing evidence for 
the existence of two ENSO regimes：canonical ENSO and 

ENS0 Modoki fe．g．，Rasmusson and Carpenter,1 982；As— 

hok et a1．．2007)．Tropical sea surface temperature anoma- 

lies(SSTAs)display a bipolar pattern associated with can- 

onical ENSO(Rasmusson and Carpenter．1 982) while a 
triple SSTA pattern in the tropical Pacific is associated 

with ENSO Modoki(Ashok et a1． 2007)．Due to the sig— 
nificant difference between SSTA patterns associated with 

canonical ENSO and ENSO Modoki，the atmospheric cir- 

culation anomalies associated with these ENSO regimes 

have been extensively analyzed(e．g．，Weng et a1．，2009； 

Feng and Li，2011．2013：Yuan and Yan，2012；Fu et a1．， 

2013；Yuan and He．2013；Xu et al一2013)．Such investi— 
gations have provided evidence that different modes of 

ENSO can exert significantly different climate impacts on 

1ocal and remote regions． 

Several numerical models have been developed to sim— 

ulate and interpret atmospheric responses to heating for。 

cing，from simple atmospheric models to complex atmos- 

pheric general circulation models fe．g．，Matsuno，1 966； 

6ster 1972；Gill 1980；Zebiak 1986；Jin and Hoskins 

1 995；WaJ1g。2000)．Gill f 1 980)used 1inear shallow water 

equations(hereafter referred to as the Gill mode1)to ex— 
plain atmospheric responses to heating forcing．Low—level 

easterlies and westerlies develop to the east and west of 

the equatoria1 symmetric heating associated with Kelvin 

and Rossby waves，respectively,while a pair of cyclones 

forlTIS to the west ofthe heating zone．This is known as the 

Gill pattern(Gil1 1 980)．The complexity of atmospheric 
genera1 circulation models makes it difficult to use them 

to gain insight into fundamental processes Therefore，the 

Gill pattern is often used to provide a dynamic explana— 

tion of atmospheric circulation forced by equatorial heat— 

ing simulated by numerica1 models(e．g．。Wu and Liu， 

1992；Ratnam et al一2012； and Zhou 2013) Using 
the Gill mode1．Xing et a1．(2014)calculated the general 
solutions for isolated equatorial asymmetric forcing sour- 

ces．The general solutions provide perfect analytical solu— 

tions，and they can be applied to general forms of such 

sources．However,the Gill mode1 does not incorporate 

theoretical atmospheric respoases forced by hybrid exter- 

na1 forcing sources． 
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In this study,the Gill model is used to explore the at． 

mosphefic responses to triple external forcing sources(a 
discussion of responses to bipolar external forcing sources 

is beyond the scope of this paper)．Firstly,triple extema1 
forcing sources are determined from SSTA paRerns asso． 

ciated wim ENSO Modoki events．Secondly,the atmos． 

pheric responses to ideal triple forcing sources are ex— 

plored．Finally,the theoretical solutions are compared 

with atmospheric circulation anomalies associated with 

ENS0 Modoki events in the natural atmosphere．The 

comparison is used to confirm the theoretical solutions． 

The remainder of the Paper is organized as follows．Sec． 

tion 2 provides an overview of the methodology used in 

this study,including the Gill mode1．data．and analyses． 

Section 3 describes the atmospheric circulation anomalies 

associated with triple SSTA patterns from observational 

data．Section 4 determines the ideal forcing sources simi． 

1ar to triple SSTA Patterns associated with ENS0 Modoki 

events．and compares the corresponding analytical solu． 

tions with observed results．Finally,section 5 provides a 

summary and discussion of the results． 

2 M odel，data，and methodology 

2．1 Model 

To study atmospheric responses to steady—state forcing， 

the advection term  is neglected and the dissipative process 

is included in the model(Matsuno，1 966；Gill，1 980)： 

⋯

1 

一 黝一 一袁， 

v + y“ ： 一塑 V+一y“=一 
2 

a“ a1， 
印 + 十 一  

O 

w=ep+Q． 

(1) 

(3) 

(4) 

In these equations， ， )is non—dimensional distance， 
with x eastwards and Y measured northwards from the 

equator； ， is proportional to horizontal velocity；w is 

proportional to vertical velocity；and P is proportional to 

the pressure perturbation．Q is proportional to the heating 
rate and占is the decay factor． 

As the forcing source in the natural atmosphere corn- 

monly has a form with diminishing strength variability 

from the center to the surrounding atmosphere(e．g．，As- 

hok et a1．，2007；Jiang and Li，2011)，the equation oftriple 

external forcing sources，Q，as used in this study,has a 
similar paRem to the practical forcing source distribution 

(Gill，1 980)： 

Q( ，Y)：01+02+03 

：  
i1．g1( )．e— ‘ 1 +A2．g2( )．e一 ‘y 2 ‘ 

+ ．g3( ) 出r
， (5) 

g。( )：{ 七‘ +厶 (2 

g：( )={ 。s ‘ +，2 

g ( )={ ‘ + 

七=4(2L2)， 

xl< L3 
=n／(2L3)， 

where，A1，A2，and A3 represent the forcing intensity；dl， 

d2，and d3 are the meridional positions of forcing centers； 

dl> 0，d2> 0，d3>0 and dl<0，'／2<0，d3<0 are the 

source centers located in the Southem Hemisphere and 

Northern Hemisphere，respectively；，l，12，and 13 are the 

zonal distances of forcing centers；and 2Lj，2L2，and 2L3 

are the zonal width of the forcing sources． 

If dx is equal to 0，the forcing source，Q1，is equatorial 
symmetric．The detailed solutions for the pressure and 

velocity components are given by Eqs．(4．3)and(4．8)in 
Gill(1 980)．If dl is not equal to 0，Q1 is equatorially 
asymmetric．Equatorially asymmetric forcing，QI，ex— 
pands in the form of parabolic cylinder functions(Xing et 

a1．，2014)： 

Q1= ( ，y)=4·Fn(X)Dn( )， (6) 
where 

( )=(一 )”去(粤] e一 d12gl( )． (7) 
Parabolic cylinder functions， ( )，are given by： 

D，j( )：H。 ( ) 一 1 2
， (8) 

He c ：
k =0

c一一 一 ( )=∑(一1) ： 一 
二 ：I 一 凡J： 

where，He (Y)represents Hermite polynomials．The first 

fourterms of Dn(Y)are asfollows： 
1 ， 

Do(y)：e一 

D1( )： 一 
1 ． (9) 

D2( )=f 。一1)e-4 
1 ， 

D3(y)=Y3—3y)e-4 
The detailed solutions for the first two terms of the ex． 

pansion forcing source，Q1，are given by Eqs．(4．3)，(4．8)， 
(5．2)，and(5．6)in Gill(1 980)．General solutions for the 

remaining expansion terms(n≥2)are as follows(Xing 

et al一2014)： 

1， 
～ d 

I=e8 f＼ ]， 
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centered over the eastern and western Pacific at l 0。S and 

1 0。N．respectively．SSTA intensity is greatest in the cen． 

tral Pacific．followed by the western Pacific，and finally 

the eastern Pacific．Cyclonic circulation Occurs in both 

hemispheres and is associated with positive SSTA in the 

central Pacific．while anticyclones are located at the wes— 

tem margins of negative SSTA centers in the eastern and 

western Pacific．Ascending motions appear to coincide 

with the regions of positive SSTA in the central Pacific， 

while descending flows are concentrated in the eastern 

and western Pacific(Fig．1 ．It appears that the intensity 

of the anticyclone and descending flows over the eastern 

Pacific are weaker than those over the western Pacific， 

while the intensity of horizontal circulation and vertical 

velocity over the central Pacific is highest．and anomalous 

cyclonic circulation in the Southern Hemisphere is greater 

than that in the Northern Hemisphere over the cen仃a1 

Pacific．The structure of anomalous zona1 circulation(Fig． 
1b、reveals the anomalous circulation characteristics as- 

sociated with El Nifio Modoki events．The anomalous 

Walker circulation has a double—eell structure in the tro- 

pical Pacific．with an upward branch over the central Pa— 

cific and subsidence around 1 40。E and 1 00。W over 

colder regions．The cell range and intensity in the western 

Pacific are wider and greater than in the eastern Pacific 

(Fig．1b)．The SSTA pattem in the cold events is almost 
opposite to that of the warn3 events，as are the corre— 

sponding horizonta1 and vertica1 atmospheric circulation 

patterns(Figs．1c and 1d1． 

4 Ideal triple external forcing sources and the 

corresponding atmospheric response characteristics 

Figure 2 shows ideal triple extemal forcing sources 

given by Eq．(5)．The triple forcing sources in Fig．2a are 
obtained by setting A1=-1，A2=1．5，A3=一0．5，2L1=4， 

2L2=6，2L3=4，d1=一1， =0， =1，，1=5，f2=0，and／3=一5． 
The equations used in the Gil1 model are non-dimensio- 

na1．and one non．dimensional unit is approximately 1 0。of 

latitude．Figure 2a shows the triple pattern．with one 

equatorially asymmetric cold zone centered on 1 0。N in 

the ncIrthwest section．one equatorially symmetric heat 

zone in the middle section，and one equatorially asym． 

metric cold zone centered on l0。S in the southeast sec— 

tion．The intensity of the equatorially symmetric heat 

source is greatest．and its range is widest，followed by the 

cold source in the northwest part，and finally the cold 

source in the southeast part．This idea1 triple pattem is 

similar to the SSTA pattern shown in Fig．1a．W hen the 

sign of A is reversed in Fig．2a．the opposite phase of t订一 

pie forcing sources is obtained(Fig．2b)． 
Figure 3 shows the low—level atmospheric responses to 

the ideal triple external forcing sources in Fig．2．The 

equatorially symmetric heat source forces a pair of cy— 

clones at the western margins of the heat zone in bom 

hemispheres，while cold sources force the development of 

anticyclones at the western margins of cold zones in the 

hemisphere where the cold sources are located．0ther 

atmospheric responses include the convergence of zonal 

但 

一  

一  

- 10 -8 —6 —4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 

(b) 

一 10 -8 —6 -4 —2 0 2 4 6 8 10 

Figure 2 Distribution of ideal triple forcing sources given by Eq．(5)： 

(a)ideal triple forcing sources with At：一1，Az=1，A3 1，2Ll=4， 

2L2=6，2L3：4，dl=一1，d2=0， =1，f1=5，如=0，andf3=-5；(b)the same as 
(a)except for reversed signs ofAl，At，andA3． 

winds associated with Kelvin and RossbY waves toward 

the heat source．ascending motions that coincide with 

regions of the heat source and descending flows that are 

concentrated in the regions of cold sources fFig．3a)The 
anomalous zonal circulation has a double．eell strncture。 

with a relatively weak eell in the eastern part．The upward 

branch of this circulation is loc：ated over the heat zone 

region．while the downward branch is 1ocated over the 

bilateral regions(Fig．3b)．A pair of anticyclones is evi- 
dent at the westem margins of the cold zone：the equato． 

rial asymmetric forcing source excites equatorially asy． 

mmetric atmospheric responses，resulting in the develop． 

ment of a cyclone in the Northern Hemisphere．which is 

driven by the northwest heat source．Similarly,a cyclone 

forced by the southeastem heat source develops in the 

Southern Hemisphere． Therefore． ascending and de． 

scending flows appear to coincide with the regions of heat 

and cold sources，respectively(Fig．3c)．The anomalous 
zonal circulation also has a double—cell structure，with 

downward motions over the cold zone and upward me— 

tions over heat zones(Fig．3d)．In terms of forcing inten． 

sity in an east．west direction(Xing et a1．，20 14)，the in- 

tensity of cyclonic(anticyclonic)circulation forced by 

equatorially symmetric heat(cold)sources in the South- 
em Hemisphere is greatest，followed by cyclonic(anti— 

cyclonic)circulation forced by an equatorially symmetric 

heat(cold)source in the Southem Hemisphere，then anti． 

cyclonic(cyclonic)intensity in the northwest，and finally 

anticyclonic(cyclonic)intensitry in the southeast．Simu1． 
taneously,the range and intensity of the western eell are 

wider and greater than the eastern cell(Figs．3b and 3d)， 
while the upward center shows a smal】eastward shift 

from the heat center． 

The observed circulation anomalies associated with 

ENSO Modoki in Fig．1 are consistent with the atmos— 

phefic responses in Fig．3．Therefore，our result provides a 

theoretical basis for atmospheric circulation anomalies 

during the Deak phases of ENS0 Modoki events． 
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Figure 3 Low—leve1 horizonta1 wind(arrows)．vertica1 velocity(shad— 

ing)，and pressure(thick contours)solutions(a c1 and meridionally 

averaged(一l to 1)stream function contours(b，d1 corresponding to the 
ideal triple forcing sources in Fig．2．The thin solid lines represent as— 

cending flows in light shading．while the thin dashed 1ines represent 

descending flows in dark shading．The thick solid and dashed lines rep— 

resent positive and negative pressures．respectively．The contour interval 

is O．3 in(a)and(c)．The contoHr 1ine ofzero is omitted． 

5 Discussion and conclusion 

Based on SSTA patterns associated with ENSO Mo— 

doki in the natura1 atmosphere．ideal triple forcing sources 

are used to obtain analytical solutions of the Gill model to 

explain the basic features of atmospheric responses to 

ideal triple forcing sources． 

An ideal triple Pattem similar to SSTA patterns associ． 

ated with E1 Nifio Modoki is composed of an equatorially 

symmetric heat source in the middle and equatorial asy- 

mmetric cold forcing in the southeast and northwest．The 

equatorially symmetric heat source excites low—level cyc— 

Ionic circulation anomalies associated with Rossby waves 

in both hemispheres，while the southeastern equatorially 

asymmetric cold source induces a low—level anomalous ant- 

icyclone associated with Rossby waves in the hemisphere 

where the forcing source is located．with the northwestem 

forcing source following a similar theoretical basis．Low． 

1evel zonal winds converge toward the heat sources asso． 

ciated with Kelvin and Rossby waves．As interactions 

OCCUr among forcing sources，atmospheric responses aro— 

und equatorially symmetric forcing becomes less sym— 

metric．Low．1eve1 cyclonic circulation anomalies in the 

Southem Hemisohere are greater than those in the North． 

em Hemisphere due to unequal forcing intensity in the 

northwest and southeast．Ascending flows coincide with 

the heat source，while descending flows coincide with the 

regions of cold sources．This results in a double．cell stru． 

cture over the forcing sources．The ideal triple pattem 

similar to SSTA patterns associated with La Nifia Modoki 

results in the opposite atmospheric responses． 

The theoretical atmospheric responses are consistent 

with observed circulation anomalies associated with ENS0 

Modoki．Therefore，it can be concluded that the theoreti． 

cal solutions can explain the dynamics responsible for 

atmospheric circulation anomalies associated with ENSO 

Modoki events in the natural atm osphere． 
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